
The story of Noah 

This drama was written for puppets and in our case Kylie and Cameron are Camels;  
it can all be done by two puppeteers and 4 puppets 

You’ll need props: a toy boat, cotton wool, feathers, party blowers, brown sweets, a water pistol and a picture 
of a rainbow – the bigger the better.  

Every time you say the word rain, squirt the audience with a water pistol! 

Scene 1: 

Kylie Are you having a good time? 

Cameron (Off stage) Kylie, Kylie where are you? 

Kylie I’m up here Cameron what are you messing about at? 

Cameron I’m not messing about, I ‘m getting all the things ready for the story. 

Kylie Well hurry up! I already talking to the boys and girls and I was just about to introduce us. Have 
you got everything? Remember we’re doing the story of Noah’s Ark.  

Cameron (pops up)I think so, let me see I’ve got a boat (hold up a toy boat), I’ve got something for 
clouds (throw cotton wool at the audience) I’ve got birds (throw feathers), Mr and Mrs 
Noah are on their way…….. so yes I think I’ve got everything.  

Kylie Cameron I have thought of something you’ve forgotten. 

Cameron Nope I don’t think so……. 

Kylie Oh yes, weren’t we going to ask the boys and girls to help us? 

Cameron You’re right we were you better explain you’re better at that sort of thing than me. 

Kylie OK, now then boys and girls as you know every good story has sound effects and we’d like you 
to help us with ours. So our helpers are going to come round and give you some noise makers 
and when you hear the special word, which is…… NOISE. We want you to blow your noise 
makers as hard as you can, but it’s very important that you don’t blow at any other time or we 
won’t be able to hear the story. (get some helpers to give out party blowers)  

Cameron Kylie, Kylie…. while the helpers were giving those out, I’ve thought of one more thing that 
we need to tell the story of Noah’s Ark…..  

Kylie What’s that Cameron? 

Cameron RAIN!! 

Kylie Alright Cameron that’s enough, now then has everybody got a noise maker? Lets have a 
practise… remember the special word is NOISE…. 1,2,3 NOISE…… Good, now then every time 
you hear that word during the play blow… BUT don’t blow at any other time or we won’t be able 
to hear the story….  

Cameron Kylie, Kylie Mr and Mrs Noah are ready now! 

Kylie OK then I’ll begin… Once upon a time, a very, very long time ago, there was a man called 
Noah… 

  (Noah pops up) 

Kylie OK Cameron…. now can I get on? 



Cameron Please do. 

Kylie Well Noah lived with his wife…(Mrs Noah pops up) 

Cameron What’s she called?  

Kylie Mrs Noah…….. and their sons and their wives 

Cameron And how many sons was that? 

Kylie (pulling a face) Would you excuse us for a minute Mr and Mrs Noah? (They go down) Look 
Cameron you’re going to have to go a sit quietly down stairs, I can’t keep having all these 
interruptions.  

Cameron I’m sorry I was only trying to help….. 

Kylie I know and you’ve done a great job of getting everything together, but perhaps now you should 
rest…… (Cameron goes down).. Back to the story, Noah (he comes back up) lived at a time 
when the world was not a very nice place to be.  People were really nasty to each other, they 
would call each other names, fight and make a lot of NOISE when other people were trying to 
get to sleep.  God looked down at the earth and He didn’t like what He saw, He decided that He 
had better wipe everything out and start again. Then he saw Noah (move Noah about a bit) and 
he saw that Noah was a good man and so were his wife and family, so He decided to save 
them.  He told Noah to build a big boat and to collect in it examples of every type of animal that 
was on the earth.  

Scene 2: 

Noah Crocodiles, check, wolf, check, monkey, check, shark  err. no sorry mate you can swim 
for it I haven’t built a swimming pool, the cabaret lounge took long enough….(Pop the 
various animals up and down if you have them)  

Kylie (loud cough to get attention) Noah have you forgotten something? 

Noah Oh yes camels …. check… 

Kylie Well no sooner had Noah got all the animals on board than it started to RAIN and very soon the 
ark was floating along on water. Noah and his wife and family had to get on with the day to day 
job of running the ark….  

Noah Mrs Noah, can you come up hear a minute…. 

Mrs Noah (off stage) What did you say? I can’t hear you there’s so much NOISE down here. 

Noah I said can you come up here a minute 

Mrs Noah You’ll have to shout louder than that, there’s a lot of NOISE 

Noah I said come up here a minute… 

Mrs Noah (pops up) It’s no use I can’t tell a word you’re saying, all those animals are making such a lot of 
NOISE…  

Noah I just wanted to speak to you, what were you doing down there anyway? 

Mrs Noah Trying to clean up, that’s the other thing there’s a lot of down there….pooh 

Noah POOH, POOH? What are we going to do with that? Oh I know …. it’s bio degradable, just 
chuck it over the side…. 

Mrs Noah (Makes shovelling motions, throw brown sweets at audience - and each time the word POOH is 
mentioned after this) Oh that smells so much nicer now!  



Noah It does my dear, I just wanted to let you know that I’ve done a bit of weather forecasting 
so I can let you know the outlook for the next forty days….  

Mrs Noah Oh good I could do with washing and drying the sheets, quite why we had to bring the fleas and 
the bed bugs is completely beyond me… so what’s it going to do?  

Noah RAIN 

Mrs Noah (pointedly) RAIN 

Noah Yes RAIN 

Mrs Noah I don’t know how I’m going to stand it in here what with all the NOISE, POOH and RAIN. I think 
I’ll go and have a lie down (she goes down again)  

Kylie You don’t get that on P&O do you? Well Noah was right, it did RAIN for forty days and forty 
nights too! But then God remembered that Noah and his family and the animals were all cooped 
up in the ark and he decided to stop the RAIN …. (crossly) I said he decided to STOP the rain. 
(don’t squirt this time)  

Noah I’m so glad the rain’s stopped I was getting so fed up of being wet all the time and I know 
Mrs Noah was too. I was beginning to think God had forgotten about us. I know He put us 
in this boat to save us from the horrible things that were happening in the world, but it 
can get a bit uncomfortable on here at times, what with the NOISE and the smell and not 
being able to pop to the shop when I feel like it and the hairs…. I’m sure I’ve got a few 
years in me yet but Mrs Noah has knitted more dog hair jumpers than I can wear in 
lifetime I don’t know what we’re going to do with them all.  

Scene 3: 

Kylie Well Noah had to put up with all his problems for a good while longer, because even though the 
rain had stopped, they still had to wait for the water to drain away. Every now and again Noah 
would send a bird out from the Ark to look for dry land, but it always came back empty beaked 
because there was none.  

Noah I know God has a plan but there are times when He seems to go a funny way about 
it…….POOH .. NOISE….. POOH …… NOISE …. smell  

Kylie 
Just when Noah thought he couldn’t take anymore, back came a dove with an olive twig in it’s 
beak! 

Noah Mrs Noah, Mrs Noah the dove’s come back with an olive twig 

Mrs Noah (pops up) Oh great we’ll have a nice salad with feta cheese and olives and…. 

Noah No Mrs Noah we’ll have a proper celebration, this means dry land….. 

Kylie Just then they saw a beautiful rainbow in the sky (hold rainbow up) to remind them that God had 
made a promise to them and that no matter what they were going through, nor how horrible it 
seemed at the time, because they stayed friends with Him and did what He asked them to do, it 
all turned out for the best in the end. And today it can remind us that amongst all the NOISE and 
POOH and RAIN of life we can find peace.  

  (Go straight into song…… we like The Funky Skunk by Doug Horley) 

 


